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For Immediate Release: 
EASTERN'S AMA CHAPTER NAMED INTERNATIONAL CHAPTER OF THE YEAR 
CHARLESTON -- Eastern Illinois University's chapter of the American Marketing 
Association -- a professional organization for all students interested in the practice of 
marketing-- was recently presented with the Chapter of the Year Award . 
The presentation occurred at the 21st annual International AMA Collegiate 
Conference held in New Orleans April15 through 17, 1999. 
According to Sarah Mathison, a senior from Richmond and chapter president, 
"Eastern beat approximately 400 other chapters from the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico, 
Mexico and the Far East. We served out members' needs and contributed to the 
university and the community." 
In order to be eligible for the award, chapters submit their plans of activities at 
the beginning of the year and reports of accomplishments at the end of year. Judges 
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base their decisions on how well chapters evaluate their strengths and weaknesses, set 
their goals, plan their activities, allocate their resources and evaluate their 
accomplishments. 
This year's activities for the 1 05-member local chapter included coordination of 
"Eastern's Time to Shine," a campus-wide cleanup effort in preparation for Parents' 
Weekend, a holiday food drive, contributions to Habitat for Humanity and a fund-raising 
telethon for Eastern's marketing department, Mathison said. 
Eastern's AMA Chapter has been an award-winning chapter for the past eight 
years, receiving the Outstanding Midwest Regional Chapter Award in 1998. Other 
award-winning chapters include Alabama, Arizona State, Bradley, Colorado State, 
Illinois-Urbana/ Champaign, Mississippi, Nebraska, Penn State, Southern 
Illinois-Carbondale, Tennessee- Knoxville, Texas-Austin and many other "name" 
schools. 
"The toughest competition," according to faculty adviser Sid Dudley of the School 
of Business, "is not the 'name' schools that emphasize graduate programs, but the 
schools similar to Eastern that stress undergraduate education." 
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